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DIAGNOS launches its new CARDS 3D predictor service Worldwide
Major update to DIAGNOS’ data mining platform: delivering a more accurate predictive solution
with extended capabilities simplifying target generation for small and large scale users
Brossard, Quebec, Canada – April 11, 2008 - DIAGNOS inc. (“DIAGNOS” or the "Corporation") (VENTURE TSX:
ADK), a leader in the use of artificial intelligence (“AI”) and advanced knowledge extraction techniques, launched
today CARDS 3D predictor service that includes new BI and AI capabilities in its existing MCubiX platform. This new
development is designed to efficiently provide organizations with enhanced targeting capabilities across broader
geological contexts, simplifying deployment of its resources.
DIAGNOS inc. first release of its AI and BI flagship platform was introduced in 2005. This new release addresses the
needs of small and large mining companies alike as they capitalize on their geophysical and geological data and
transform it into direct benefit knowledge improving decision-making. New targeted information will reduce discovery
time for geologists.
Benefits:
Open platform: the DIAGNOS CARDS 3D service can be applied to most used 3D systems in the mining
industry such as GOCAD, GEMCOM, etc.
Targeting based on data driven methodology: an objective view of targeting by using complex algorithms that
provide an unbiased scientific opinion for geologists.
Time and money saver: this allows geologists to identify highly probable targets and new zones of exploration
in a timely manner.
DIAGNOS can count on a multidisciplinary team that includes professionals in geophysics, geology, Artificial
Intelligence, mathematics, as well as remote sensing and image interpretation. The Corporation’s objective is to
develop a royalty stream by significantly enhancing and participating in the exploration success rate of mining and oil
and gas companies.
For further information, please visit our Website at www.diagnos.ca.
The TSX Venture Exchange has not reviewed and does not accept responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of this
release.
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